Rules of Use

Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Blended Trainer of Trainers

These Rules of Use govern how Materials provided to Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) are allowed to be used. These rules apply to training guides, software, downloads, files, videos, webcasts, and any other printed or electronic materials provided by TEA or Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers to conduct Revised Math TEKS training (collectively, “Materials”).

By accessing or using the Materials, you, as a Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainer agree to all of the terms and conditions below. If you do not agree to all of the terms and conditions, you cannot attend the Training of Trainers. If you have attended the training and do not agree to these terms and conditions, you cannot access or use the Materials and you must immediately inform TEA and delete any downloaded Materials and return all written materials to TEA.

Purpose

The Materials support the Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten professional development and will prepare trainers to turnaround the session to math teachers. This training was designed to strengthen participants’ knowledge of mathematics concepts and processes, improve overall mathematics instruction, and lead to student success on statewide assessments and post-secondary readiness.

In collaboration with specialists from education service centers and content researchers from various Texas universities and national experts, TEA developed Math TEKS professional development and supporting materials. TEA has allowed each Texas education service center (“ESC”) and other stakeholders a specific number of Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers.

Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers are defined as individuals who attend a Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten training conducted by a Master Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainer. The Materials referenced herein are provided to Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers solely to allow them to complete the Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten training objectives as outlined by TEA and solely under the condition that the terms and conditions set forth in these Rules of Use are followed.

Permitted Use

TEA grants to you, as a Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainer, the non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Materials solely for use in the training of regionally-based and campus-based math specialists within the State of Texas.

Restrictions on Use

You may not sell, distribute, alter, modify, license, sublicense, or use the Materials in any way other than that approved in these Rules of Use. Only Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers may duplicate Materials for the sole purpose of training regionally-based and campus-based math specialists in the State of Texas and may not offer or sell services using the Materials for any other purpose, including but not limited to professional benefit or personal benefit or profit.

Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainers or further written notices accompanying certain Materials. Except as expressly provided herein, TEA does not grant any other express or implied rights to use the Materials.

Copyright and Permission

The Materials and the content therein are protected by copyright or other intellectual property rights, and owned or controlled by the TEA. The copying, redistribution, use or publication by you of any Materials or any part of the Materials except as allowed under “Permitted Use” is strictly prohibited. You do not acquire ownership rights to any content, document or other Materials provided to you as a Mathematics Achievement Academy: Problem Solving and Discourse, Kindergarten Trainer. Any public use of the Materials or the content therein must have the prior written approval of the TEA. For permission requests, licensing proposals, questions, or further information, please contact copyrights@tea.texas.gov.
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